Improvement plan for Northfield P-7 School
2019 to 2021

School name

Northfield P-7 School

Click to upload school logo

Vision statement

At Northfield P-7 School we work collaboratively to
develop confident, creative lifelong learners through
rigorous teaching and learning
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Plan summary
This table will be automatically populated
to provide a summary of your plan.

Goals
To increase students’ reading
comprehension, leading with
understanding of text and
language features that build
meaning, particularly Years 3-5.

Targets
By the end of 2019, increase to ~52% (+10 students), the Year 4 students
meeting/exceeding PATR Year 4 Standard (i.e. 106+, PATR Achievement Band 100-119).
, with a particular focus on ….

By the end of 2020, increase to ~57% (+2 students), the Year 5 students
meeting/exceeding PATR Year 5 Standard (i.e. 112+, PAT Achievement Band 110-119).
, with a particular focus on …
By the end of 2021, increase to ~63% (+2 students), the Year 6 students
meeting/exceeding PATR Year 6 Standard (i.e. 118+, PAT Achievement Band 110-119).
, with a particular focus on ….

To increase students’ achievement
and growth in Mathematics,
leading with Number (addition,
subtraction, multiplication &
division) & Problem Solving,
particularly Years 3-5.

By the end of 2019, increase to ~70%-75% (+10 students), the Year 4 students
meeting/exceeding PAT Year 4 Standard (i.e. 110+, PAT Achievement Band 105-114).
, with a particular focus on Number and Number sense

By the end of 2020, increase to 75%-85% (+4 students), the Year 5 students
meeting/exceeding PAT Year 5 Standard (i.e. 112+, PAT Achievement Band
105-114 or above).

By the end of 2021, 85%-92% (+2 students.) Year 6 will meet/exceed the PAT Year
6 Standard (i.e. 120+, PAT Achievement Band 115-124 or above)., with a particular
focus on Number and Number sense

Challenge of practice
We will implement a shared pedagogical approach to the explicit teaching
of reading and consistency of agreed practices in Reading
Comprehension – underpinned by the Big 6 of Reading research.
Specifically we will agree to
Making connections between the teaching of reading and writing
Modelling-metacognition/meta-language (thinking processes and
reflection – students articulating next steps/their strategies)
**across a range of texts

We will implement a shared pedagogical approach to the explicit
teaching of Number/Place Value. Specifically we will agree to
-Number sense (Visualisation techniques)
-Levels of questioning (reasoning)
-Modelling-metacognition/meta-language (thinking processes and
reflection – students articulating next steps/their strategies)
-Making connections between literacy and mathematics
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Improvement plan for Northfield P-7 School

2019 to 2021

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 of 2018 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.
• Publish your school improvement plan on your school website.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published on your website.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should inform the
Improvement Planning and Outcomes section of your annual report to the school community.
• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice, contact:
Andrew Wells
Review, Improvement and Accountability Manager
Phone: 8226 1576
Andrew.Wells@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

Analyse and prioritise

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3
goals and annual targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goals
Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

Targets
To increase students’ reading
comprehension, leading with
understanding of text and language
features that build meaning, particularly
Years 3-5.

To increase students’ achievement and
growth in Mathematics, leading with
Number (addition, subtraction,
multiplication & division) & Problem
Solving, particularly Years 3-5.

2019

By the end of 2019, increase to ~52% (+10 students), the Year 4 students meeting/exceeding PATR Year 4
Standard (i.e. 106+, PATR Achievement Band 100-119).
, with a particular focus on ….

2020

By the end of 2020, increase to ~57% (+2 students), the Year 5 students meeting/exceeding PATR Year 5
Standard (i.e. 112+, PAT Achievement Band 110-119).
, with a particular focus on …

2021

By the end of 2021, increase to ~63% (+2 students), the Year 6 students meeting/exceeding PATR Year 6
Standard (i.e. 118+, PAT Achievement Band 110-119).
, with a particular focus on ….

2019

By the end of 2019, increase to ~70%-75% (+10 students), the Year 4 students meeting/exceeding PAT
Year 4 Standard (i.e. 110+, PAT Achievement Band 105-114).
, with a particular focus on Number and Number sense

2020

By the end of 2020, increase to 75%-85% (+4 students), the Year 5 students meeting/exceeding
PAT Year 5 Standard (i.e. 112+, PAT Achievement Band 105-114 or above).

2021

By the end of 2021, 85%-92% (+2 students.) Year 6 will meet/exceed the PAT Year 6 Standard (i.e. 120
+, PAT Achievement Band 115-124 or above)., with a particular focus on Number and Number sense

2019
2020
2021
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Step 2

Determine challenge of practice

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the
question ‘What areas of practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of
practice for each goal in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Challenge of practice
Goal 1

We will implement a shared pedagogical approach to the explicit teaching of reading and consistency of agreed practices in Reading Comprehension – underpinned by the Big 6 of Reading
research. Specifically we will agree to
Making connections between the teaching of reading and writing
Modelling-metacognition/meta-language (thinking processes and reflection – students articulating next steps/their strategies)
**across a range of texts

Goal 2

We will implement a shared pedagogical approach to the explicit teaching of Number/Place Value. Specifically we will agree to
-Number sense (Visualisation techniques)
-Levels of questioning (reasoning)
-Modelling-metacognition/meta-language (thinking processes and reflection – students articulating next steps/their strategies)
-Making connections between literacy and mathematics

Goal 3
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Step 3

Plan actions for improvement

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ Specify your
actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goal 1
Challenge of practice

Actions

To increase students’ reading comprehension, leading with understanding of text and language features that build meaning, particularly Years 3-5.

We will implement a shared pedagogical approach to the explicit teaching of reading and consistency of agreed practices in Reading Comprehension –
underpinned by the Big 6 of Reading research. Specifically we will agree to
Making connections between the teaching of reading and writing
Modelling-metacognition/meta-language (thinking processes and reflection – students articulating next steps/their strategies)
**across a range of texts

Timeline

DEFINING/CONSOLIDATE
a) P-7 high quality, consistent literacy practices
b) Teachers 3-5 use 'notebook' pedagogy in the teaching of
writing

Term 1
ongoing

c) Specialist teachers use a book stack and focus on unpacking
the literacy within their specialist area to be explicitly taught by
class teachers.

IMPLEMENTATION
Attend Simon Breakspear to initiate
common PLC practice
PLC work initially facilitated by AP and
DP
EXTENSION
Providing targeted support through
coaching/mentoring/performance development as
follows:
With curriculum leaders
Peer mentoring
PDP meetings

Week 7

Fortnightly

Term 1 and
ongoing
(fortnightly)

Roles and responsibilities

AP uses observation tool to provide feedback
to teachers
teachers co design learning
AP and DP facilitate PLC work on texts
All teaching staff

Resources
Dept for Ed Observation Tool
fortnightly release for PLC co planning
$17 200.00 for resources
This includes:
shared texts
Writer's Notebook and Book Making professional learning for all
staff
4 X TRT per term

Teaching staff attend training and plan their PLC PFD
Oral language text
cycle of improvement using a sprint process in
Beverly Derewainka 'A new Grammar Companion'
line with targets set in teachers PDP's
Curriculum leaders and all teachers

1.0 FTE Specialist Teacher's to release cohorts of teachers

All teachers
Leaders
Leadership plans training, monitors teaching practice and
facilitates/monitors PLC work
PLC cohorts report back to whole school regularly
DP facilitates specialist teacher's PLC twice a term

DfE observation tool
As stated above
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Step 3 continued
Goal 1 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

To increase students’ reading comprehension, leading with understanding of text and language features that build meaning, particularly Years 3-5.

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Resources

$129 459.00

SC1: In the analysis of Year 3-5 termly writing tasks & samples, we will see growth in students’ writing skills as measured by progress against
L&Ls. Specifically, we will see more students demonstrating – greater use of vocabulary, language features/understanding of texts
SC2: In the analysis of Reading observations, we will see growth in students’ comprehension skills as measured by progress against XXX.
Specifically, we will see more students demonstrating – greater use of vocabulary, across a variety of texts, articulation of strategies/next steps
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2

To increase students’ achievement and growth in Mathematics, leading with Number (addition, subtraction, multiplication & division) & Problem Solving, particularly
Years 3-5.

Challenge of practice

We will implement a shared pedagogical approach to the explicit teaching of Number/Place Value. Specifically we will agree to
-Number sense (Visualisation techniques)
-Levels of questioning (reasoning)
-Modelling-metacognition/meta-language (thinking processes and reflection – students articulating next steps/their strategies)
-Making connections between literacy and mathematics

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Professional learning PFD:
Week 3,
*develop a shared understanding Term 1
of explicit teaching of mathematics ongoing
and visualisation techniques

Mike Chartres and Denise Squire (facilitator
and coaching support)
All staff-attend professional learning and
implement agreed practices

Mike Chartres
1.0FTE EALD release

INCUBATE & AMPLIFY
a) coaching model developing levels of
questioning to support reasoning skills
in particular years 3-5 and refer to c
below
b) PLC learning sprints fortnightly

Week 5
Term 1
twice a term
in Terms
2,3 and 4

Mike Chartres
Cohorts of teachers: EY, Years 3-5, Years 6
& 7: participate in peer sharing, observation
and co designing

0.2 FTE Mike Chartres
Elementary and Middle School Mathematic
Teaching Developmentally (Van De Walle
Karp Bay-Williams) Eighth Edition

c) Implement a guided inquiry
approach within learning design
processes that supports
students to think and act
like mathematicians to
solve numeracy problems

Terms 2-4

Cohorts of teachers: EY, Years 3-5, Years 6
& 7: participate in peer sharing, observation
and co designing

as resources stated above
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Step 3 continued
Goal 2 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

To increase students’ achievement and growth in Mathematics, leading with Number (addition, subtraction, multiplication & division) & Problem Solving, particularly
Years 3-5.

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Resources

$35 201.00

SC3: In the analysis and observations of student samples of work, we will see students shifting in their Number/Place value skills as measured by increased
levels/within levels (common assessment rubric – Mike Chartress) (led and reviewed by the Mathematics PLC team)
SC4: In the analysis of teaching observations, we will see growth in students’ oral language skills as measured by progress against RRR/Numeracy and Literacy
Indicators. Specifically, we will see more students demonstrating – greater use of sentences, confidence …
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3
Challenge of practice

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3 continued
Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria
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School improvement plan

Approvals

Approved by principal

Donna Beaney
04/12/2018
Approved by governing council chairperson

Mandy Ladner
03/12/2018

Approved by education director

Name

Date
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